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Abstract
The twin-arginine translocation (Tat) system transports folded proteins of various sizes across
both bacterial and plant thylakoid membranes. The membrane-associated TatA protein is an
essential component of the Tat translocon, and a broad distribution of different sized TatA-
clusters is observed in bacterial membranes. We assume that the size dynamics of TatA clusters
are affected by substrate binding, unbinding, and translocation to associated TatBC clusters,
where clusters with bound translocation substrates favour growth and those without associated
substrates favour shrinkage. With a stochastic model of substrate binding and cluster dynamics,
we numerically determine the TatA cluster size distribution. We include a proportion of targeted
but non-translocatable (NT) substrates, with the simplifying hypothesis that the substrate
translocatability does not directly affect cluster dynamical rate constants or substrate binding or
unbinding rates. This amounts to a translocation model without specific quality control.
Nevertheless, NT substrates will remain associated with TatA clusters until unbound and so will
affect cluster sizes and translocation rates. We find that the number of larger TatA clusters
depends on the NT fraction f. The translocation rate can be optimized by tuning the rate of
spontaneous substrate unbinding, UΓ . We present an analytically solvable three-state model of
substrate translocation without cluster size dynamics that follows our computed translocation
rates, and that is consistent with in vitro Tat-translocation data in the presence of NT substrates.
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1. Introduction

Trafficking of biomolecules across membranes is an essential
process for all living cells. The export of proteins is particu-
larly interesting, and there are many distinct mechanisms for
protein export from the bacterial cytoplasm [1]. Most of these
mechanisms export linear peptide chains, which then fold
outside the cytoplasm. Remarkably, the twin-arginine trans-
location (Tat) protein export pathway of bacteria, and the
homologous Tat pathway of plant thylakoids, translocates
folded proteins—often with cofactors—across energized
membranes [2, 3]. With Tat-based export, proteins are not

dependent on extracytoplasmic conditions for folding, mak-
ing the Tat system particularly important for bacterial viru-
lence [4] and biotechnology applications [5].

Tat translocases [2, 3] consist of the TatA, TatB, and
TatC proteins in the bacterial inner membrane. TatBC com-
plexes recognize Tat signal peptides, while TatA multimers
associate with TatBC complexes and are thought to form a
transmembrane conduit. TatA complexes are large, dynamic,
and broadly distributed in size [6, 7]. This is thought to allow
the Tat system to accommodate a broad-range of folded
substrate sizes (9–142 kDa substrates with approximately
2–7 nm diameter [8]).
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Not every substrate with a targeting sequence is trans-
located. It is not known precisely what substrate properties
determine translocatability, though goodness of fold for nat-
ural substrates [9–12] or moderate size and hydrophilicity for
artificial substrates [13, 14] appear to be important. The dis-
tinction between translocatable and non-translocatable (NT)
substrates can also be affected by suppressor mutations of the
translocon apparatus [15]. How might the Tat translocon
avoid blockage due to non-translocatable (NT) proteins and
protein complexes? One possibility is that the Tat signal
peptide only targets substrates to the translocon if they are
well folded—so-called ‘proof-reading’ [16]. Such a
mechanism might prevent NT substrates from binding to and
blocking translocons. However, translocation of artificial
substrates with long flexible linkers [17] as well as small
unstructured substrates [14] has been reported. This implies
that targeting of substrates to Tat translocons may not sensi-
tively depend on the nature of the substrate. Indeed, non-
translocatable substrates are observed to associate with the
translocon [11, 18]. Nevertheless, translocatable [19] and NT
[20, 21] substrates appear to only transiently associate with
Tat translocons. This is consistent with the observation that
degradation of misfolded Tat substrates appears to be inde-
pendent of the Tat system [22].

The binding affinities or unbinding rates of targeted
substrates may depend upon substrate properties, such as
whether a particular substrate is well-folded or not. This is
one form of the quality control hypothesis [9]. Lower binding
affinities and/or higher unbinding rates would lead to lower
translocation of targeted substrates, and presumably higher
translocation of the remaining substrates. Nevertheless, this
leaves open the question of whether any such quality control
is needed to explain existing experimental phenomenology of
the Tat system.

Accordingly, we explore the quality control null
hypothesis—in which binding and unbinding rates of targeted
substrates to the Tat translocon do not depend on substrate
properties. To do this we develop a stochastic model of the
binding and unbinding of protein substrates coupled with
TatA cluster dynamics and substrate translocation. We allow
a bound substrate to translocate when sufficient TatA are
present in a cluster. To allow TatA clusters to dynamically
adjust to different substrate sizes, we additionally allow the
TatA cluster dynamics to depend on the binding status of the
cluster: with a bound substrate, growth of the cluster is
favoured, and without a bound substrate, shrinkage is
favoured; such behaviour is similar to TatA behaviour seen
in vivo [11]. This also reflects the experimental observation
that the TatA oligomerization process is induced by the
substrate and this is reversed only once the substrate unbinds
or translocates [23]. Consistent with our quality control null
hypothesis, we also assume that cluster dynamics do not
depend on substrate properties. With our model, both the
TatA cluster size distribution and substrate translocation rates
are computationally investigated. The model allows the
optimization of the translocation efficiency of multiple Tat
translocases as the fraction f of NT substrates is varied. We
find that significant translocation is possible with the non-

specific substrate disassociation rate. The model also recovers
a notable large-size tail that was observed in high-resolution
in situ fluorescence studies of TatA clusters [6], which we
ascribe to transiently stalled translocases. In addition, we
develop an analytical three-state model without TatA cluster
dynamics. This three-state model provides a reasonable
approximation of our full stochastic results, and is consistent
with in vitro translocation data of mixed translocatable and
NT substrates [20].

2. Model

We assume a fixed number N of oligomeric TatA transloca-
tion complexes (or ‘clusters’), and a fixed total number ntot of
TatA molecules in the membrane. At a given time t, the ith
oligomeric TatA cluster is comprised of ni monomers. TatA
monomers that are not in clusters form a common monomeric
pool, where n n ni

N
ipool tot 1= − ∑ = . We note that TatBC

clusters (see e.g. [24]) are implicit in our model, and are
necessary for substrate binding, unbinding, and translocation.

The model dynamics are illustrated in figure 1. Each
TatA cluster may be either associated with a translocation
substrate, or not. A substrate has a Tat targeting sequence, or
is a complex of molecules associated with a protein with a
targeting sequence [2]. Association of substrates to empty
clusters occurs at rate BΓ , but a fraction f of those substrates
are NT. Non-specific unbinding of substrates occurs at a rate

UΓ , which allows for unblocking of clusters bound to NT
substrates but also causes premature release of translocatable
substrates. The values of BΓ and UΓ are discussed in section 4.

Figure 1. Illustration of our model dynamics. Membrane associated
TatA (blue-grey ellipses) are in three clusters together with two
monomers from npool. Substrates can associate with clusters at rate

BΓ , and are either translocatable (green circles, fraction f1 − ) or
non-translocatable (NT red square, fraction f). Translocatable
substrates are translocated into the periplasm when the cluster size ni
equals or exceeds a threshold nc. Substrates disassociate from
clusters back into the cytoplasm at rate UΓ , and this same
disassociation rate applies both to translocatable substrates with
n ni c< and to NT substrates. Clusters grow by a monomer at rate
k npool

+ or shrink at rate k−, and these rates depend on whether the
cluster is unassociated (‘U’) or bound (‘B’) to a substrate. There are
N clusters, and ntot TatA molecules that include both those in clusters
and those in npool. TatBC is not shown, but is implicitly part of each
cluster to allow substrate association.
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Following our quality control null hypothesis, we assume that
the rates BΓ and UΓ do not depend on whether the substrate is
translocatable or NT, nor on any non-specific interactions
between substrates and the Tat translocon. While the details
of the signal peptide can affect translocation rates
[21, 25, 26], we assume for simplicity that all of our sub-
strates have the same signal peptides.

Bound translocatable substrates are translocated when
their associated cluster is equal to or larger than a critical size
nc. For oligomeric substrates [27], nc would reflect the oli-
gomer size. NT substrates are those that do not translocate
regardless of cluster size, whether due to misfolding, substrate
size, or other substrate properties.

Clusters grow by one monomer at a rate k npool
+ , where

npool is the number of monomers not associated with any
cluster, and shrink by one monomer at a rate k−. We assume
that there are distinct rates for complexes with bound sub-
strates (kB

±) and those without (kU
±). These distinct rates lead

to a more dynamic system of growing and shrinking clusters,
and allows large substrates to be temporarily accommodated
through cluster growth, consistent with TatA recruitment to
functionally engaged Tat translocons [11, 23]. Because sub-
strates primarily interact with TatB and TatC [24, 28], we
expect that TatBC modulates TatA cluster growth and so
assume that the rates k± are independent of cluster size
compared to the differences between kU

± and kB
±. Following

our quality control null hypothesis, we also assume that the
cluster rates k± do not vary across substrates.

Very little is known about effective rate constants for
cluster growth. All of our rates (kʼs and Γʼs) are dimension-
less; and we generally work in units of the binding rate so that

1BΓ = . Unless otherwise indicated, we use k 0.05B =+ ,
k 1.5B =− , k 0.005U =+ , and k 7.0U =− , where we have
k kB U>+ + and k kB U<− − so that substrate-associated clusters
grow faster and shrink more slowly than unbound clusters.
The values for the parameters k± are chosen to allow growth
and shrinkage of clusters to occur quickly enough to reach nc,
but not so rapidly that binding and cluster dynamics are on
different timescales. These rates were found to give a cluster
size distribution that is qualitatively similar to what is seen
experimentally (see below). We systematically vary both the
unbinding rate UΓ and the NT fraction f. Variation of the
parameter values k± is explored in the supplemental materials.

The Gillespie algorithm [29] was used to perform fully
stochastic simulations of cluster growth and shrinkage,
together with substrate binding, unbinding, and translocation.
Clusters were allowed to reach a steady-state distribution
before the time-averaged translocation rate R and distribution
of cluster sizes P(n) were measured. Experimental studies of
fluorescently labelled TatA indicate that there are N 15 9= ±
TatA clusters per bacterial cell, with approximately
n 560tot ≈ TatA molecules per cell and n 100pool ≈ TatA that
are not associated with complexes [6]. Correspondingly,
unless otherwise noted we take the number of clusters N = 15
and the number of monomers n 560tot = .

3. Results

3.1. Cluster size

The model cluster size distributions plotted in figure 2, of P(n)
versus the cluster size n, exhibit some of the qualitative features
seen in the experimental distribution of TatA cluster sizes
reported by Leake et al [6] and shown in the inset: an increase
from arbitrarily small clusters, a distinct peak, and an extended
tail for larger cluster sizes.

As shown in figure 2, increasing the NT fraction f
increases the magnitude of the tail of P(n) for n nc> . Clusters
with bound substrates will tend to grow, due to larger kB

+ and
smaller kB

−. Clusters with bound NT substrates do not trans-
locate at nc, so growth of individual clusters beyond nc will be
limited by the unbinding rate UΓ (see figure S1). Additionally,
depletion of the TatA monomer pool generally limits cluster
growth. Systematically larger tails for P(n) are seen with more
rapid bound growth kB

+ (see figure S2), and with smaller
unbound decay kU

− (see figure S3). Interestingly, P(n) is also
affected by changes in BΓ (see figure S1). Larger BΓ allows
rapid rebinding of substrates to large clusters, which prevents
their relaxation and leads to a larger tail for n nc> and less
weight for n nc< .

In addition to the tail of P(n) for n nc> , the location of
the peak of P(n) in the model is approximately determined by
nc. A variety of Tat substrates [2], with a range of sizes and
abundances, would be expected to round the sharp peak
obtained with the model using a single value of nc and lead to
better qualitative agreement with the rounded experimental
distribution of TatA cluster sizes [6] shown in the inset of
figure 2. To explore this effect in figure 3, for each substrate
we have selected nc from a truncated Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation σ, truncated at 2σ with an average

Figure 2. The cluster size distribution. The cluster size distribution P(n)
versus cluster size n for a variety of NT fractions f with n 560tot = and
N = 15. We use 0.5UΓ = and a single threshold size for translocation
nc = 30. A prominent peak is seen at nc, since unassociated clusters tend
to shrink after translocation because k kU B>− − and k kU B<+ + . As f
increases, a significant tail grows above nc due to growth of clusters
with associated NT substrates. The inset shows the experimental
distribution of TatA clusters digitized from figure 4I of Leake et al [6].
The parameter values of this figure, together with 1BΓ = , 0.5UΓ = ,
k 0.05B =+ , k 1.5B =− , k 0.005U =+ , and k 7.0U =− , also apply to other
figures unless otherwise noted.
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n 30c〈 〉 = . We see that using a distribution of nc rounds the
peak of the cluster size distribution P(n) but does not sig-
nificantly change the behaviour for n nc< . Since we are
using a single value of nc for the rest of this paper, we have
chosen nc = 30 to better emphasize the n nc> tail of P(n).

In figure 4 we show how the cluster size distribution P(n)
changes as (a) the number of TatA monomers ntot or (b) the
number of translocons N is changed. For the smallest
n 280tot = the peak near nc is lost. For larger n 420tot ≳ the

distribution at small n retains a similar shape with increasing
ntot, but decreases in magnitude as ntot increases. In contrast,
the large-n tail increases with ntot. As shown in figure 4(b), we
see corresponding effects when N is varied at fixed ntot, with
similar monomer numbers per translocon, n Ntot , leading to
qualitatively similar cluster size distributions.

3.2. Translocation rate

The total translocation rate R can be no more than N f(1 )BΓ −
—the binding rate of translocatable substrates to N empty
clusters. In figure 5, we show the scaled translocation rate per
cluster, R f N( (1 ) )BΓ − , versus the NT fraction f for
n 560tot = and N = 15. As expected, scaled translocation rates
are below the theoretical limit of 1 for all NT fractions f. This
is because, as illustrated in figure 2, most clusters are smaller
than nc—and so need to grow before they can translocate
bound substrates. Translocation is further reduced by bound
NT substrates, which must be disassociated before further
substrate binding and translocation is possible. We show three
scaled translocation rates, for 0.5UΓ = , 1.5, and 2.5 (green
squares, blue diamonds, and red circles, respectively). We see
that despite no specific quality control mechanism, translo-
cation rates of 50% of the theoretical maximum are possible
at smaller f while even at large f translocation rates can still
reach 20% of the theoretical maximum.

From the change in the translocation rate dependence on f
between the different UΓ values in figure 5, we see that for
smaller values of f a smaller UΓ leads to higher scaled trans-
location rates while at larger values of f a larger UΓ leads to
more translocation. More generally, we find that there is an
optimal U

*Γ that leads to the highest translocation rate R* for
each value of the NT fraction f. If U U

*Γ Γ< , then too many NT
substrates block translocation. If U U

*Γ Γ> , then too many
translocatable substrates are removed before the cluster size
reaches nc. We numerically identify U

*Γ by varying UΓ and
measuring R, as f is varied. The corresponding optimal

Figure 3. Cluster size distribution with a distribution of substrate
sizes. P(n) versus cluster size n for different distributions of the
substrate sizes nc. All substrate size distributions are Gaussian
distributions with mean n 30c〈 〉 = , truncated at 2σ . In all cases
f = 0.1, so 0σ = (green diamonds) is the same as the red diamonds
in figure 2. Other parameter values are the same as in figure 2.

Figure 4. Cluster size distribution as number of clusters or number of
TatA are varied. (a) Cluster size distribution P(n) versus n for N = 15
clusters with variable ntot. (b) As previous, but with n 560tot = and
variable N. For both figures we use f = 0.1. Other parameter values
are as given in figure 2.

Figure 5. Scaled translocation rate as NT fraction is varied. Scaled
translocation rate per cluster R f N( (1 ) )BΓ − versus the NT fraction
f for n 560tot = and N = 15. Shown are different unbinding rates UΓ .
Other parameter values are as given in figure 2. The thick black line
is the scaled optimal translocation rate R*, where for each value of f
we have chosen the f( )U U

*Γ Γ= that maximizes R. The inset shows
the average size of the monomeric pool, npool versus f, corresponding
to the maximal R* line.
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translocation rate R* is plotted with a solid black line in
figure 5. The curves for specific values of UΓ in figure 5
demonstrate that close to optimal translocation can be
obtained for a wide range of f for each value of UΓ . The

relationship between U
*Γ and f is shown in figure 6(a).

We also note that there is a decreasing monomeric pool
of TatA with increasing f, as shown in the inset of figure 5 and
reflecting the increased tail of P(n) with f shown in figure 2.
Our observed range of npool∼100–200 is comparable to
n 100pool ≈ reported experimentally [6].

3.3. Optimal number of clusters N

In figure 6(a), the optimal UΓ versus f is investigated for
different number of clusters N. The optimal U

*Γ depends
strongly on f but only weakly on N, and a similar weak
dependence is seen in figure 6(b) for the corresponding

optimal scaled total translocation rates R* BΓ . Nevertheless,
we can see that R* does not monotonically increase with N,
but is slightly larger for N = 15 (blue diamonds). This is

explored in more detail in figure 7(a), where the total trans-
location rate R is plotted versus number of clusters N for
different total number of TatA, ntot, as indicated by the
legend. For each ntot there is an optimal N* that maximizes the
total translocation rate R. This behaviour arises because the
clusters share the same fixed number ntot of TatA, forcing a
tradeoff between cluster size and cluster number. A smaller N
has a reduced total translocation rate, because npool is suffi-
ciently large for translocation to be limited by BΓ , while a
larger N will slow the cluster growth needed to translocate at
size nc due to the depletion of npool.

Figure 7(b) shows that the optimal N* increases with ntot.
For n 200tot ≳ , the optimal number of clusters N* scales
approximately linearly with larger values of ntot. We also see
that N* is not strongly dependent on the NT fraction. Toge-
ther, this implies that stoichiometric control of cluster number
may be sufficient to maintain close to optimal translocation
rates in the face of varying levels of TatA.

We can now reconsider how the cluster size distribution
P(n) depends upon N, as shown in figure 4(b). With the
chosen parameter values the optimal number of clusters is

N* 15= . For N N*≲ , increasing N slightly decreases the tail
at larger n due to the availability of monomers, and moder-
ately increases the distribution of smaller n. However, once

Figure 6. Optimized translocation as NT fraction is varied. (a) The
optimal unbinding rate, U

*Γ , that maximizes the translocation rate
versus the NT fraction f. For a fixed number of TatA, n 560tot = ,
results are shown for different numbers of clusters N as indicated by
the legend. Other parameter values are as given in figure 2. All
curves show a characteristic square-root dependence on f, as shown
by the phenomenological fits to a simplified three-state model of
translocation from equation (5) (black lines). (b) The corresponding
scaled total translocation rates R* BΓ versus f, together with
phenomenological fits (black lines) to equation (6).

Figure 7. Translocation as the number of clusters is varied. (a) The
total translocation rate, R, versus number of clusters N for variable
total number of monomers ntot. The NT fraction f = 0.1. (b) The
number of clusters that maximizes translocation, N*, versus ntot for
different NT fractions f. The green squares have four superimposed
curves. Other parameter values are as given in figure 2.
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N N*> we see a qualitatively different distribution with a
significant number of very small clusters. In comparison with
the experimental P(n) (see inset of figure 2) we see that our

model gives similar results if N N*≲ —both have few small
clusters and an increase to a distinct peak, rather than a larger
population of smaller clusters. The model parameters are
underconstrained by the current experimental data, and we

have chosen kinetic rates so that N* 15= is similar to the
number of TatA clusters observed in vivo [6] and equal to our
default value of N. Nevertheless, we can say that results are
consistent with the Tat system having close to an optimal
number of translocons given the amount of TatA.

3.4. Three-state model

To better understand our translocation rates, we consider a
simplified stochastic three-state Tat translocation model. The
three states, with corresponding probabilities, are empty (p0),
bound with translocatable substrate (pB), and bound with non-
translocatable substrate (p p p1NT B0= − − ). Two transition
rates that directly correspond to the full model are BΓ , the rate
at which substrates bind to an empty cluster, and UΓ , the rate
at which substrates unbind from a cluster without transloca-
tion. We add one additional rate, TΓ , the translocation rate of
translocatable substrates, to phenomenologically account for
cluster size dynamics, threshold size nc, as well as the
mechanics of translocation. Our dynamical equations are then

( )
p

t
p p p

d

d
, (1)U NT U T B B

0
0Γ Γ Γ Γ= + + −

( )
p

t
f p p

d

d
(1 ) , (2)B

B U T B0Γ Γ Γ= − − +

p

t
f p p

d

d
, (3)NT

B U NT0Γ Γ= −

where f is the fraction of non-translocatable substrates. We
use p p p 1B NT0 + + = to solve these equations in steady
state, where the time-derivatives vanish, and obtain

( )
p

f

f

(1 )
, (4)B

B U

B T U B T U

Γ Γ
Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ

=
−

+ + +

and a corresponding translocation rate R N pT Beff Γ= , where
Neff is the effective number of independent clusters partici-
pating in translocation. Note that our three-state model
mathematically corresponds to a special case of a ‘one site’
model of an always-open transport channel developed by
Zilman et al [30], where their J f(1 )n BΓ= − , J fm BΓ= ,

r 0m
right = , r rm n U

left left Γ= = , and rn T
right Γ= .

To compare with optimized translocation results in
figure 6, we maximize the translocation rate with respect to
the unbinding rate UΓ , with R 0UΓ∂ ∂ = , and obtain

f , (5)U T B*Γ Γ Γ=

( )
R

N f

f f
* (1 )

(1 )
. (6)T B

B T B

eff

2⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

Γ Γ

Γ Γ Γ
=

−

− + +

Neff is the effective number of independent clusters partici-
pating in translocation, so that we expect N Neff ≲ . As shown
by the solid black lines in figure 6(a), the characteristic
square-root dependence of U

*Γ versus f from equation (6)
describes the full model results well. Fit by eye, we find that

3.5, 2.8TΓ = , and 2.5 for N 10, 15= , and 20 respectively.
The phenomenological translocation rate for each cluster, TΓ ,
decreases with increasing N—as expected since npool
decreases with increasing N. As shown by the solid black
lines in figure 6(b), equation (6) also provides a satisfactory fit
for the optimal translocation rates. Using the TΓ values, we fit
by eye to find N 6.2, 7.0eff = , and 6.4, for N 10, 15= , and
20, respectively. N Neff < , as expected. Interestingly, we see

that Neff is largest for N = 15, where N N*≃ . Note that the
values of TΓ and Neff will depend on the kinetic parameters
(k±) of the full model.

Our three-state model does not include any cluster size
dynamics, so is largely independent of our detailed assump-
tions of cluster size dynamics. Additionally, it appears to be a
reasonable approximation of our full dynamical model. The
three-state model is also easily adapted to different experi-
mental protocols.

Our models parameterize the non-translocatable fraction f
independently from the substrate binding rate BΓ ; this high-
lights the role of f in determining an optimal UΓ . In vitro, it
can be more convenient to independently adjust the bulk
substrate concentrations, Tρ and NTρ of translocatable and NT
substrates, respectively. For our parameters, this then gives

(7)B T T NT NTΓ γ ρ γ ρ= +

f
1

1
. (8)

T NTρ ρ
=

+

We have allowed for distinct binding constants Tγ and NTγ for
translocatable and NT substrates, respectively, to allow for
quantitative effects of substrate size in affecting diffusion-
limited association rates [31]. We will continue to assume that
unbinding UΓ is the same for both substrates.

Musser and Theg quantitatively characterized transloca-
tion in a thylakoid Tat system [20]. They considered radio-
actively labelled ( 100Rρ = nM) and unlabelled ( NRρ )
fractions of a translocatable substrate, so that T R NRρ ρ ρ= +
and 0NTρ = . Then the total translocation amount of labelled
substrate in time tΔ is R R tR R Ttot, Δ ρ ρ= , i.e.

( )
R

N t
, (9)R

T R T

T R NR U T
tot,

effγ ρ Γ Δ

γ ρ ρ Γ Γ
=

+ + +

where we have used our unoptimized three-state model with a
phenomenological translocation rate TΓ and f = 0.

Musser and Theg then repeated their experiment with a
non-translocatable (biotinylated) unlabelled substrate con-
centration NT NRρ ρ= , and the same translocatable labelled
concentration so that T Rρ ρ= . We then have a total
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translocation amount of labelled substrate

R
N t

, (10)T
T R T

T R NT NR U T NT NR T U
tot,

effγ ρ Γ Δ
γ ρ γ ρ Γ Γ γ ρ Γ Γ

=
+ + + +

with an additional term in the denominator due to NTγ . We see

that Rtot
1− in both equations (9) and (10) depends linearly on

the unlabelled concentration NRρ .
In figure 8, we have plotted the inverse total translocation

amount Rtot
1− versus the concentration of unlabelled substrate

NRρ using digitized experimental data from figure 3E of [20].

The expected linear behavior of Rtot
1− versus NRρ is apparent at

larger values of Rtot (i.e. smaller values of NRρ ) , where sys-
tematic and statistical errors should be less significant. In that
regime, our three-state model appears consistent with the
experimental translocation data both with and without NT
substrates.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The Tat protein export pathway translocates folded proteins
across membranes in bacteria and plant cells [2, 3], and Tat
translocons must accommodate a range of substrate sizes
while staying unclogged by NT substrates. Our model
demonstrates how a non-specific substrate unbinding rate ( UΓ )
can recover an appreciable fraction of the maximal translo-
cation rate achievable with no NT substrates (see figure 5).
Non-specific substrate unbinding still kinetically dis-
criminates [32] between translocatable and NT substrates,
since the former are often translocated before unbinding can
occur.

Association and disassociation rates of one substrate with
the Tat translocation complex have recently been estimated
in vitro by Whitaker et al [19] with bacterial extracts. They
found 0.042UΓ ≈ s−1 (their koff) and kB on substrateΓ ρ= , where

k M10 10on
6 7 1≈ − − s−1 [19]. (This binding may occur via a

membrane-associated intermediate [21].) Given a bacterial
volume of 1 μm3, substrate numbers of 1–104 per cell would
give 10 s 10B

3 2Γ ≈ −− s per distinct substrate. Given the
number of different Tat substrates in the cell [2], it appears
that U BΓ Γ≲ is typical for, e.g., Escherichia coli, but U BΓ Γ≳
may be accessible in, e.g., model vesicular systems with few
translocation substrates. We see from figure 6(a) that U BΓ Γ≲
(where 1BΓ = ), is consistent with optimized translocation for
NT fractions f 0.2≲ .

We have also explored optimization of the number of
clusters N as the number of TatA molecules in the membrane
ntot is varied. The number of clusters has an optimal value, N*,
which maximizes the translocation rate corresponding to a
given number of TatA molecules. For n 560tot = monomers,

N* 15≈ , which leaves a pool of monomers n 100pool ≈ .
These optimal values are consistent with in vivo studies of the
Tat system [6]. We also find that if the number of clusters is
much more than N* then the distinctive peak of the cluster
size distribution seen in figure 2, and reported experimentally
by Leake et al [6], is lost (see solid black curve in figure 4(b)).
Together this indicates that N could be close to optimal in the
bacterial Tat system. It would be interesting to explore how,
and how well, optimal behaviour is achieved in vivo as f and
ntot are varied.

Our full model, with cluster size dynamics that depend
on whether substrates are bound or not, recovers the quali-
tative shape and distinctive long tail of large TatA clusters
reported by Leake et al [6]. Our model is a quantitative
‘bespoke channel model’ [2], in which the cluster size ni
dynamically accommodates the substrate size nc so that
translocation can occur. We note however that both n ni c>
and n ni c< are observed in our model, the former as a result
of recent interactions of the cluster with larger or NT sub-
strates, and the latter as a result of assembly after recent
binding and disassembly after unbinding. We also observe
significant variability of our cluster distribution P(n) with
number of clusters N and with number of monomers ntot. This
indicates caution must be taken in interpreting how cluster
sizes observed through, e.g., cross-linking studies [33] or
fluorescence microscopy [6], respond to substrate sizes. We
also note that substrate shape can affect both the critical
cluster size nc and the effective translocation rate TΓ [34]. We
find that the cluster size distribution is broadened by a dis-
tribution of the critical size nc (see figure 3). The cluster size
nc necessary for translocation may also have a nonlinear
dependence on substrate radius. However, we do find that the
peak of P(n) is always near nc—so studies of Tat translocation
in a thylakoid system that allows for a single translocation
substrate (see e.g. [20] or [33]) but with fluorescently labelled
TatA (see e.g. [6]) that resolves the full cluster size dis-
tribution should be able to determine how TatA cluster sizes
respond to substrate size.

Figure 8. In vitro translocation data analyzed with simplified three-
state model. The inverse total translocation versus unlabelled
biotinylated substrate concentration NRρ from figure 3E of Musser
and Theg [20]. All points have 100Rρ = nM. The open and closed
circles correspond to experiments done with avidin (where

NT NRρ ρ= , and equation (10) is applicable) or without (where
0NTρ = , so that equation (9) is applicable), respectively. We have

shown linear fits by eye to equations (9) or (10) with solid red or
dashed blue lines, respectively. We have imposed a common y-
intercept on our fits, corresponding to the translocation of radio-
actively labelled substrate Rρ that remains the same between the two
experiments.
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There are many dynamical processes that could couple
TatA complex size with substrate translocation; we have
implemented a relatively simple one with k±. The current
picture appears to be that TatBC complexes, with perhaps
some TatA, associate with substrates and then recruit more
TatA. Substrates appear to associate at the side of TatBC
complexes [24], which could allow for discrimination
between bound kB

± and unbound kU
± rates [23]. TatA asso-

ciation with substrate-associated TatBC complexes may
happen through recruiting TatA tetramers [6], perhaps after
initial recruitment of larger TatA complexes (see, e.g., [35]).
Smaller monomer or tetramer association after initial complex
recruitment would be consistent with our model, though
association of larger TatA complexes at later stages would
probably change our cluster size distribution significantly.
Nevertheless, our simplified three-state translocation model,
with substrate unbinding but without cluster dynamics,
appears to fit translocation data with a variable fraction of
labelled substrates [20]. We believe that as long as both
translocation and cluster size dynamics are fast compared to

UΓ , the translocon can kinetically discriminate [32] between
translocatable and non-translocatable substrates.

Absolute translocation rates have been measured in vitro
with plant thylakoids, and Alder and Theg [36] report
v 6.2 (thylakoid · s)max = and K 189 nMm = . With approxi-
mately 15000 translocons per chloroplast [37] and approxi-
mately 500 thylakoids per chloroplast [38], we estimate
N 30eff ≃ . Comparing with equation (9) with f = 0 we obtain
v NTmax effΓ= and K ( )M U TΓ Γ γ= + , which then gives

0.2TΓ ≃ s (assuming U TΓ Γ≪ ) and 106γ = M−1 s−1. This γ
is in remarkable agreement with the results of Whitaker et al
[19], and indicates that Tat kinetics may be similar in the
thylakoid and bacterial systems. While this 0.2 sTΓ ≃ is
much faster than 0.042 sUΓ ≈ [19], it somewhat less than the

BΓ expected for the more abundant bacterial Tat substrates.
This indicates that the most abundant substrates may be rate
limited by translocation timing, which includes TatA cluster
dynamics, rather than by association or stalled translocons
due to NT substrates.

We do not speculate about the mechanics of a substrate
actually crossing the membrane or how a threshold number of
TatA would allow translocation for a substrate of a given size.
With respect to translocation, the simple assumptions made
are that translocation can occur for a translocatable substrate
once a sufficient number of TatA monomers have accumu-
lated, and that the translocation process is rapid compared to
the timescales of TatA and substrate binding and unbinding.
We focus on the role of an unbinding rate to avoid clogging
the Tat translocon and how non-translocatable substrates
could affect the translocation of other substrates through the
availability of TatA monomers.

We have mostly considered both binding BΓ and
unbinding UΓ to be independent of the substrate, and in par-
ticular of whether the substrate is translocatable or NT. But,
experimental studies have shown that variations of the signal
peptides can affect translocation rates [21, 25, 26] and that
folding or lack of folding can affect signal peptide binding
[11]. Within our model this could arise from variations of BΓ ,

or of UΓ , or of both. Indeed, to best agree with in vitro
translocation studies of Musser and Theg [20] in section 3.4
we have allowed BΓ to reflect different size substrates. Clearly
some substrate dependence of at least BΓ is indicated, and
diffusion-limited rates will depend somewhat on the folded
nature of the substrate. Substrate dependence of BΓ and UΓ , or
of cluster-size dynamics through k±, are straight-forward to
include in our model. Nevertheless, little is known about any
such substrate-dependent kinetics, and so we have not
attempted to characterize them in our model.

If and how quality control [9] of Tat translocation is
achieved is being actively investigated: chaperones can affect
Tat substrate binding [39]; unstructured proteins [14] and
small, unfolded, hydrophilic polypeptides [40] can be trans-
located by Tat; and mutations in the Tat system can enable it
to translocate previously untranslocatable proteins [15]. These
studies focus on what defines non-translocatable (NT) sub-
strates, while we focus on how reversible substrate associa-
tion (via UΓ ) can lead to a significant fraction of the maximal
translocation rate being achieved—see figure 5. We have
shown that the optimal unbinding rate depends on the NT
fraction f. In vivo, with a variety of substrates, each with its
own abundance and NT fraction, we expect that translocation
could be further controlled with substrate-dependent asso-
ciation and unbinding rates. This would amount to specific
but passive quality control, and might be implemented in part
through variations of associated signal peptides [21, 25, 26].
A functional definition of ‘non-translocatable’ may also
depend upon the speed of translocation with respect to the
unbinding rate. It would be interesting to measure substrate
unbinding rates in suppressor mutants of Tat translocation
that allow previously NT substrates to significantly translo-
cate [15].
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